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What’s it all about? 
In Brazil’s big cities such as Rio and Sao Paulo, Carnival is ruled by the famous samba 
schools, neighbourhoods or groups of neighbourhoods who come together to celebrate. 
Each school has huge, spectacular floats and outrageous costumes and present their own 
music and dance as part of a parade. These cities also have a ‘Sambadrome’, an exhibition 
centre in which the samba schools’ parade competitively. In smaller cities there are 
organised parades by groups – with these, everyone can join in the dancing and singing. 
Everywhere has ‘blocos’ and ‘bandas’, a street party in a neighbourhood or city block, with 
music, dancing and a very festive atmosphere. 

Where’s the best place enjoy Carnival? 

Rio’s Carnival is not only the most famous and biggest carnival in Brazil but, according to the 
Guinness Book of World Records, it’s the biggest carnival in the world! You need a ticket to 
watch the samba school competition in the Sambadrome Marquês de Sapucaí, but the 
street party outside the Sambadrome is just as big! The largest street party is in Centro, in 
Cinelandia Square, whilst at least 300 bandas take place across the city, the biggest, wildest 
and most famous taking place at Ipanema. Rio also hosts a series of carnival balls, as an 
extravagant, sometimes sophisticated, sometimes wild, alternative to the street parties. 

 

1. What do you think ‘samba’ means? 

2. Why do you think the write has told us that schools get involved and build floats to 

take part in the carnival procession? 

3. Where does the largest street party take place? 

4. What do you think the atmosphere in these street parties is like? 

5. What type of people do you think go to Brazil’s carnival? 
 

6. What does the writer say about the book of world records? 
 

7. What does this tell you about how successful or unsuccessful the carnival is?  


